
“…enriching the lives of all students” 
 

 

Sullivan West Central School District 

33 Schoolhouse Road, Jeffersonville, New York 12748 ● Tel (845) 482-4610 x3000 Fax (845) 482-3022 

Stephen A. Walker  

Superintendent of Schools                                                                                                        

                                                                                                                                                          
 
May 1, 2020 
 
Dear Bulldog Families: 

Our School District is committed to the health, safety and well-being of our students, staff and visitors. 

In that regard, I am writing to share information that we recently received regarding the gym floor in the 1994 section of the 

Sullivan West Elementary School.  This floor is original to that section of our school and has been in place for 26 years.  We 

have been considering removing the gym’s current rubber-polymer flooring system, which has been cracking and 

deteriorating, and replacing it with a wood flooring system to improve the experience of using that space for our students 

and our community. 

As our plans developed this March, we were advised by our architect that we should have testing conducted on the current 

flooring system because the composition of the floor could impact how the floor needs to be removed and disposed.  Last 

month we had an outside company test the floor’s composition.  The results of that testing indicated that the current rubber-

polymer flooring system in the gym contains mercury which, we were advised, was a chemical used as a catalyst in rubber-

polymer flooring systems manufactured in the 1980s and 1990s.  Upon learning this, we immediately arranged for testing 

to determine the possible presence of mercury vapor in the gym space.  Recently, we received the results of the third-party 

testing of the air in the 1994 Gym which showed mercury vapor levels below the recommended level for airborne mercury 

of less than 750 nanograms per cubic meter (ng/M3) for longer term exposures.  The readings vary significantly based on 

temperature and ventilation in the gym itself, and our readings ranged from 96 ng/M3 to 465 ng/M3. 

While we are relieved that the level of airborne mercury is below the recommended guidelines, we take seriously our 

commitment to act promptly in the best interest of our students, staff and visitors.  To that end, our plan is as follows: 

• The 1994 gym will continue to be closed to students, staff and visitors. 

• Adequate ventilation will be maintained in the gym until the floor is removed. 

• We are moving forward immediately with plans to replace the current rubber flooring system with a wood flooring 

system. 

• We have included funds to provide for this replacement in the budget for the 2020-2021 school year.  This cost will 

be paid for using reserve funds, which will result in no additional tax increase to our community associated with this 

project. 

• We will be posting both this letter, and the report itself, on our website. 

We remain committed to providing a safe and healthy environment for all members of the School District community, and 

we are confident that the above steps will address the issue of our gym floor.  

Thank you for your support of our schools and students.  If you have any questions, please contact me via email at 

walkerste@swcsd.org. 

Sincerely yours, 
 
Stephen A. Walker 
Superintendent of Schools 
 



QuES&T 
Quality Environmental Solutions & Technologies, Inc. 

 

 

1376 Route 9, Wappingers Falls, NY 12590       Phone (845) 298-6031       Fax (845) 298-6251 
 

NYS MWBD MBE Cert # 49952-2006    NYSUCP DBE Certified    NJUCP DBE Certified    www.Qualityenv.com 

April 15, 2020 

 

Thomas Ritzenthaler, AIA 

Executive Principal 

CSARCH 

19 Front Street 

Newburgh, New York 12550 
 

Re: Sullivan West Mercury 

 

Via E-Mail: www.csarchpc.com  

 

 

Dear Thomas: 

 

Quality Environmental Solutions & Technologies Inc. (QuES&T) was retained by the Sullivan West CSD to 

conduct direct reading air monitoring for mercury vapors in the Gymnasium of the Elementary School. The 

flooring had been determined to be mercury containing by others. Additionally, a bulk sample of the 

installed flooring was collected for analysis. The assessment was conducted in response to memo sent from 

the New York State Department of Education, regarding rubber-like polyurethane floors using phenyl 

mercuric acetate (PMA) catalyst were installed in school multipurpose rooms, gyms, cafeterias, auditoriums, 

stages, and indoor tracks between the 1960s and the 1990s. A copy of which is attached.  

 

Assessment Procedure 

 

Kenneth C. Eck, Director of EHS/IH for and Zach Timpano, EHS/IH Technician for QUES&T 

conducted the mercury assessment on Saturday, March 7th, 2020. Air monitoring was conducted using 

and Ohio Lumex Direct Reading Mercury Monitor. The Ohio Lumex detects mercury in the ambient air 

using Atomic absorption spectrometry Zeeman background correction Methods :ASTM D7622-10, SW846 

series 245,1631,7473, NIOSH6009 performance-based methods. This allows for specific absorbance bands 

to be created with different polarizations allowing for identification of a specific band, in this case, mercury. 

 

Prior to conducting the assessment, the ventilation in the gymnasium was turned off approximately 12 hours 

prior to taking the readings. This was done to create a worst case condition scenario. QuES&T arrived at 

approximately 09:30 on March 7, 2020 and met with the district representative. Prior to entering the 

gymnasium the Ohio Lumex detector was turned on and allowed to warm up for a period of five minutes. A 

background reading was taken outside the building to determine the environmental background level of 

mercury in the air. Once the background level was established, the gym was entered and readings were 

collected around the entire perimeter of the gymnasium and a transit of readings was taken down the 

centerline of the gym. All readings taken are present in the tables below. Following the first readings, the 

ventilation was turned on and allowed to operate for approximately ninety (90) minutes. A second set of 

readings were taken at the same locations as the first with no significant change in the readings. The heat in 

the gym was turned off and the ventilation was set to maximum flow. An additional set of readings was 

taken at this time, which showed a marked decrease in the overall concentrations and is summarized in the 

table below. Readings were taken on the east side of the gym first, the west side of the gym second and the 

http://www.csarchpc.com/
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center transit was third. All readings in the table are in naograms per cubic meter (ng/M3). The background 

level of mercury for the readings was established to be 49 (ng/M3) during the period of the assessment.  

 

Table 1.0 Readings from Gymnasium with Ventilation Off (ng/M3) 

 

Readings East Side of Gym Readings West Side of Gym Readings in Center of Gym 

400 Gymnasium by door 405 half way down baseline 399 baseline  

416 3-point line 382 By sample cut 380 Free throw line 

446 half court 376 Under far side hoop by bleachers 391 Half court 

465 far 3-point line 411 Under window 433 Far free throw line 

450 far baseline 420 Under second side hoop 427 Far baseline 

 410 Corner by entry door 399 baseline  

 

Table 2.0 Readings from Gymnasium with Ventilation On and Heat Off (ng/M3) 

 

Readings East Side of Gym Readings West Side of Gym Readings in Center of Gym 

297 Baseline entry 103 Storage closet  104 under hoop 

127 3pt line 99 Under basket  100 Ft line  

106 Half court  100 Corner by sample 98 Half court 

104 3pt line 104 Under 1st basket 96 Ft line 

103 Baseline 107 Half court  104 under hoop 

 

In addition to the air monitoring that was conducted, a bulk sample of the flooring material was collected for analysis 

for mercury by Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Process (TCLP). The sample was forward to York Environmental 

Labs of Stratford Ct for analysis.  

 

Conclusions 

 

As stated in the NYSED Memo, “Although New York State does not have a standard for mercury exposure, the 

Department of Health recommends that schools which have this type of polyurethane flooring assess the 

mercury exposure potential by following guidance developed by the State of Minnesota.  

 

The Minnesota guidance suggests that the flooring should be tested for total mercury content. If it is above 

the target level (20 ppm), the school should perform an indoor air screening that evaluates both the mercury 

release by the flooring as well as the room ventilation. If necessary, more in-depth air testing could be 

carried out. If the additional tests are performed, they should be done using the NIOSH method 6009 

(modified).  

 

Professionals familiar with these standards should be consulted for this process. Laboratories performing 

the floor testing or National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) air method should be 

certified by the New York State Environmental Laboratory Approval Program (ELAP). To find a currently 

certified laboratory, one should contact ELAP at (518) 485-5570 or ELAP@health.ny.gov. NYS DOH will 

continue to work with SED to determine if more specific guidance would be helpful to assist schools and 

their environmental consultants evaluate this potential source of airborne mercury.  
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While the existence of this type of flooring has been known for many years, the Department would like 

current information to better assess the scope of the issue. Districts and BOCES are requested to perform an 

inventory to determine whether there are rubber-like polyurethane floors installed in your district that are of 

an age noted above, including the condition of the flooring, and submit data to the Department at the 

following link: School District and BOCES Flooring Survey Link. Leaders of nonpublic schools, charter 

schools, and the state supported schools for the blind and deaf can use this link for a survey designed for 

their purposes. Charter, nonpublic, state-supported and state-approved school survey. Once data is 

collected, the Department, together with DOH, anticipates providing guidance based on the results of this 

inventory effort.” 

 

Having reviewed the data collected, visual observations and review of the Minnesota document the 

following conclusions are provided to the client for review and consideration: 

 

• Initial readings with the ventilation system off for a period of twelve hours, readings for airborne 

mercury ranged from 376 (ng/M3) to 450 (ng/M3) which is below the Minnesota recommended level 

of less than 750 (ng/M3).  

• Readings within the gymnasium after the heat had been turned off and the ventilation increased to 

maximum, the readings ranged from 96 (ng/M3) to 297 (ng/M3) which is below the Minnesota 

recommended level of less than 750 (ng/M3). 

• Results of the TCP analysis indicate that the leachable level of mercury in the flooring is 2.38 mg/L 

which exceeds the USEPA TCLP limit of 0.2 PPM. The flooring will therefore, at a minimum, be 

required to be disposed of as a mercury containing waste.  

 

 

Recommendations 

 

The following recommendations are presented for review and consideration by the client: 

 

• Retest seasonally to assure that the school year average concentration is 750 ng/m3 or below: * 

Make necessary adjustments to the yearly ventilation schedule if there are exceedances.   

 

• If ventilation does not maintain this school year average, additional actions including removal of the 

flooring should be explored.   

 

• Plans should be developed to assure that an adequate ventilation schedule is maintained until the 

floor is removed. 

 

• While current rounds of testing showed levels of mercury vapor are below 750 (ng/M3).  The 

vulnerability to higher temperatures in the spring and summer months could lead to readings 

exceeding Minnesota’s recommended levels. With these potential risks we would recommend that 

removal of the gymnasium floor should become a priority.  

 

• Additional TCLP analysis of the flooring materials will be required prior to the removal and 

disposal to adequately characterize the flooring for disposal.  
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• Additional analysis of the floor should be conducted for other materials which may be present 

including but not limited to asbestos, PCB’s and Lead prior to disposal.  

 

 

It was a pleasure working with your staff on this project and we look forward to being of continued service 

to you in the future for any of your Environmental, Occupational Safety and Industrial Hygiene consulting 

needs. Should you have any questions or concerns, please contact me to discuss. Thank you and have a safe 

and healthy day.  

 

Sincerely,  

 

Kenneth C. Eck CIH, CSP, CFPS, CHMM, DABFE, FACFEI, LEED AP 

Director EHS/IH 

QuES&T 

1376 Route 9 

Wappingers Falls, NY 12590 

 

Phone: 845-298-6031 

Fax: 845-298-6251 

Cell: 845-656-3206 

 

Professional Member ASSP, CFPS/NFPA 

Member ABIH, AHIA, IAQA, BCSP, College of Forensic Examiners 

Member of AIHA Confined Space, Toxicology Committees 

Member AIHA Cannabis Industry Task Force 

Past President HRV ASSP Chapter 
 

 
 

 

  

https://www.facebook.com/Quality-Environmental-Solutions-Technologies-Inc-402263563479027/?view_public_for=402263563479027
http://www.qualityenv.com/
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Appendix A Analytical Results 

  



Technical Report

prepared for:

QuES & T
1376 Rt. 9

Wappingers Falls NY, 12590

Attention: Ken Eck

Report Date: 03/17/2020

Client Project ID: 20-3263 Sullivan West E.S.

York Project (SDG) No.: 20C0418

CT Cert. No. PH-0723 New Jersey Cert. No. CT005 and NY037 PA Cert. No. 68-04440

120 RESEARCH DRIVE

FAX (203) 357-0166(203) 325-1371

STRATFORD, CT 06615

New York Cert. Nos. 10854 and 12058

132-02 89th AVENUE RICHMOND HILL, NY 11418

www.YORKLAB.com ClientServices@yorklab.com
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Client Sample IDYork Sample ID Matrix Date Collected Date Received

3263-00120C0418-01 Solid 03/07/2020 03/10/2020

Client Project ID: 20-3263 Sullivan West E.S.

York Project (SDG) No.: 20C0418

Report Date: 03/17/2020

Attention: Ken Eck

Wappingers Falls NY, 12590

1376 Rt. 9

QuES & T

Purpose and Results

This report contains the analytical data for the sample(s) identified on the attached chain-of-custody received in our laboratory 

on March 10, 2020 and listed below.  The project was identified as your project:  20-3263 Sullivan West E.S..

The analyses were conducted utilizing appropriate EPA, Standard Methods, and ASTM methods as detailed in the data 

summary tables.

All samples were received in proper condition meeting the customary acceptance requirements for environmental samples 

except those indicated under the Sample and Analysis Qualifiers section of this report.

All analyses met the method and laboratory standard operating procedure requirements except as indicated by any data flags, 

the meaning of which are explained in the Sample and Data Qualifiers Relating to This Work Order section of this report and 

case narrative if applicable.

The results of the analyses, which are all reported on dry weight basis (soils) unless otherwise noted, are detailed in the 

following pages.

Please contact Client Services at 203.325.1371 with any questions regarding this report.

[TOC_1] Introduction and Sample Cross Reference [

General Notes for York Project (SDG) No.: 20C0418

1. The RLs and MDLs (Reporting Limit and Method Detection Limit respectively) reported are adjusted for any dilution necessary due to 

the levels of target and/or non-target analytes and matrix interference.  The RL(REPORTING LIMIT) is based upon the lowest 

standard utilized for the calibration where applicable.

2. Samples are retained for a period of thirty days after submittal of report, unless other arrangements are made.

3. York's liability for the above data is limited to the dollar value paid to York for the referenced project .

4. This report shall not be reproduced without the written approval of York Analytical Laboratories , Inc.

5. All analyses conducted met method or Laboratory SOP requirements. See the Sample and Data Qualifiers Section for further information.

6. It is noted that no analyses reported herein were subcontracted to another laboratory, unless noted in the report.

7. This report reflects results that relate only to the samples submitted on the attached chain-of-custody form(s) received by York.

8. Analyses conducted at York Analytical Laboratories, Inc. Stratford, CT are indicated by NY Cert. No. 10854; those conducted at York 

Analytical Laboratories, Inc., Richmond Hill, NY are indicated by NY Cert. No. 12058.

Approved By:

Laboratory Director

Date: 03/17/2020

Benjamin Gulizia

OC_2]General Notes Relating to this Report[TOC]
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3263-001

York Project (SDG) No.

20C0418

York Sample ID:

Sample Information

Client Project ID

Client Sample ID:

Matrix Collection Date/Time Date Received

March 7, 2020   8:45 amSolid20-3263 Sullivan West E.S.

[TOC_2]3263-001[TOC]

03/10/2020

20C0418-01

[TOC_3]Mercury by EPA 7000/200 Series Methods[TOC]

Sample Prepared by Method: EPA SW846-7470A

Parameter Result Prepared AnalyzedReference MethodFlag DilutionUnitsCAS No. Analyst
Date/Time Date/Time

Sample Notes:Log-in Notes:

LOQ

Reported to

Mercury, TCLP

2.38 mg/L 10007439-97-6 STN03/17/2020 11:50 03/17/2020 11:500.200 EPA 7470/1311Mercury

Certifications: CTDOH,NJDEP,PADEP,NELAC-NY10854

[TOC_3]Leachate Preparations[TOC]

Sample Prepared by Method: EPA SW 846-1311 TCLP ext. for metals

Parameter Result Prepared AnalyzedReference MethodFlag DilutionUnitsCAS No. Analyst
Date/Time Date/Time

EXT-TempSample Notes:Log-in Notes:

LOQ

Reported to

TCLP Extraction for METALS EPA 1311

Completed N/A 1 TAJ03/14/2020 15:30 03/16/2020 09:201.00 EPA 1311TCLP Extraction
Certifications: NELAC-NY10854,CTDOH,NJDEP,PADEP

[TOC_1]Sample Results[TOC]

www.YORKLAB.com

120 RESEARCH DRIVE

FAX (203) 357-0166(203) 325-1371

STRATFORD, CT 06615 132-02 89th AVENUE RICHMOND HILL, NY 11418

ClientServices@yorklab.comPage 3 of 9



Analytical Batch Summary

[TOC_1]Quality Batch Summary[TOC]

Batch ID: Preparation Method: Prepared By:BC00875 EPA SW 846-1311 TCLP ext. for metals TAJ

YORK Sample ID Client Sample ID Preparation Date

20C0418-01 3263-001 03/14/20 

BC00875-BLK1 Blank 03/14/20 

Batch ID: Preparation Method: Prepared By:BC00993 EPA SW846-7470A STN

YORK Sample ID Client Sample ID Preparation Date

20C0418-01 3263-001 03/17/20 

BC00993-BLK1 Blank 03/17/20 

BC00993-BLK2 Blank 03/17/20 

BC00993-BS1 LCS 03/17/20 

BC00993-BS2 LCS 03/17/20 

www.YORKLAB.com

120 RESEARCH DRIVE

FAX (203) 357-0166(203) 325-1371

STRATFORD, CT 06615 132-02 89th AVENUE RICHMOND HILL, NY 11418

ClientServices@yorklab.comPage 4 of 9



[TOC_1]QA/QC Summary Data[TOC]

Result Limit

Reporting

Units Level

Spike

Result

Source*

%REC

%REC

Limits RPD

RPD

Limit Flag  Analyte

Mercury by EPA 7000/200 Series Methods - Quality Control Data

York Analytical Laboratories, Inc.

Flag 

 7000/200 Series Methods EPA 7470/1311[TOC]

Batch BC00993 - EPA SW846-7470A

Blank (BC00993-BLK1) Prepared & Analyzed: 03/17/2020

mg/LND 0.000200Mercury

Blank (BC00993-BLK2) Prepared & Analyzed: 03/17/2020

mg/LND 0.000200Mercury

LCS (BC00993-BS1) Prepared & Analyzed: 03/17/2020

mg/L0.00215 0.000200 0.00200 80-120107Mercury

LCS (BC00993-BS2) Prepared & Analyzed: 03/17/2020

mg/L0.00187 0.000200 0.00200 80-12093.4Mercury

www.YORKLAB.com

120 RESEARCH DRIVE

FAX (203) 357-0166(203) 325-1371

STRATFORD, CT 06615 132-02 89th AVENUE RICHMOND HILL, NY 11418

ClientServices@yorklab.comPage 5 of 9



Result Limit

Reporting

Units Level

Spike

Result

Source*

%REC

%REC

Limits RPD

RPD

Limit Flag  Analyte

Leachate Preparations - Quality Control Data

York Analytical Laboratories, Inc.

Flag 

OC_2]Leachate Preparations EPA 1311[TOC]

Batch BC00875 - EPA SW 846-1311 TCLP ext. for metals

Blank (BC00875-BLK1) Prepared: 03/14/2020 Analyzed: 03/16/2020

N/ACompleted 1.00TCLP Extraction

www.YORKLAB.com

120 RESEARCH DRIVE

FAX (203) 357-0166(203) 325-1371

STRATFORD, CT 06615 132-02 89th AVENUE RICHMOND HILL, NY 11418
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[TOC_1]Notes and Specific Data Flags[Sample and Data Qualifiers Relating to This Work Order

EXT-Temp Extraction temperture slightly exceeded acceptance range.

EXT-COMP Completed

Relative Percent DifferenceRPD

Not reportedNR

NOT DETECTED - the analyte is not detected at the Reported to level (LOQ/RL or LOD/MDL)ND

Low Bias flag indicates that the recovery of the flagged analyte is below the laboratory or regulatory lower control limit.  The data user should take note 

that this analyte may be biased low but should evaluate multiple lines of evidence including the LCS and site-specific MS/MSD data to draw bias 

conclusions.  In cases where no site-specific MS/MSD was requested, only the LCS data can be used to evaluate such bias.

Low Bias

High Bias flag indicates that the recovery of the flagged analyte is above the laboratory or regulatory upper control limit.  The data user should take 

note that this analyte may be biased high but should evaluate multiple lines of evidence including the LCS and site-specific MS/MSD data to draw bias 

conclusions.  In cases where no site-specific MS/MSD was requested, only the LCS data can be used to evaluate such bias.

High Bias

Non-Dir. Non-dir. flag (Non-Directional Bias ) indicates that the Relative Percent Difference (RPD) (a measure of precision) among the MS and MSD data is 

outside the laboratory or regulatory control limit.  This alerts the data user where the MS and MSD are from site-specific samples that the RPD is high 

due to either non-homogeneous distribution of target analyte between the MS/MSD or indicates poor reproducibility for other reasons.

Wet The data has been reported on an as-received (wet weight) basis

REPORTING LIMIT - the minimum reportable value based upon the lowest point in the analyte calibration curve.

METHOD DETECTION LIMIT -  a statistically derived estimate of the minimum amount of a substance an analytical system can reliably detect with a 

99% confidence that the concentration of the substance is greater than zero.  This is based upon 40 CFR Part 136 Appendix B and applies only to EPA 

600 and 200 series methods.

RL

MDL

If EPA SW-846 method 8270 is included herein it is noted that the target compound N-nitrosodiphenylamine (NDPA) decomposes in the gas chromatographic inlet 

and cannot be separated from diphenylamine (DPA).  These results could actually represent 100% DPA, 100% NDPA or some combination of the two.  For this 

reason, York reports the combined result for n-nitrosodiphenylamine and diphenylamine for either of these compounds as a combined concentration as 

Diphenylamine.

If Total PCBs are detected and the target aroclors reported are "Not detected",  the Total PCB value is reported due to the presence of either or both Aroclors 1262 and 

1268 which are non-target aroclors for some regulatory lists.

2-chloroethylvinyl ether readily breaks down under acidic conditions.  Samples that are acid preserved, including standards will exhibit breakdown. The data user 

should take note.

Semi-Volatile and Volatile analyses are reported down to the LOD/MDL, with values between the LOD/MDL and the LOQ being "J" flagged as estimated results.

Certification for pH is no longer offered by NYDOH ELAP.

*

LOQ LIMIT OF QUANTITATION - the minimum concentration of a target analyte that can be reported within a specified degree of confidence .  This is the 

lowest point in an analyte calibration curve that has been subjected to all steps of the processing/analysis and verified to meet defined criteria. This is 

based upon NELAC 2009 Standards and applies to all analyses.

LOD LIMIT OF DETECTION - a verified estimate of the minimum concentration of a substance in a given matrix that an analytical process can reliably 

detect.  This is based upon NELAC 2009 Standards and applies to all analyses conducted under the auspices of EPA SW-846.

Reported to This indicates that the data for a particular analysis is reported to either the LOD/MDL, or the LOQ/RL.  In cases where the "Reported to" is located 

above the LOD/MDL, any value between this and the LOQ represents an estimated value which is  "J" flagged accordingly. This applies to volatile and 

semi-volatile target compounds only.

Analyte is not certified or the state of the samples origination does not offer certification for the Analyte .

For analyses by EPA SW-846-8270D, the Limit of Quantitation (LOQ) reported for benzidine is based upon the lowest standard used for calibration and is not a 

verified LOQ due to this compound's propensity for oxidative losses during extraction/concentration procedures and non-reproducible chromatographic performance.

Definitions and Other Explanations

www.YORKLAB.com

120 RESEARCH DRIVE
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